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Abstract 

The novel coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, has infected more than 10 million people and caused more 

than 502,539 deaths worldwide as of June 2020. The explosive spread of the virus and the rapid 

increase in the number of cases require the immediate development of effective therapies and 

vaccines as well as accurate diagnosis tools. The pathogenesis of the disease is triggered by the 

entry of SARS-CoV-2 via its spike protein into ACE2-bearing host cells, particularly 

pneumocytes, resulting in overactivation of the immune system, which attacks the infected cells 

and damages the lung tissue. The interaction of the SARS-CoV-2 receptor binding domain (RBD) 

with host cells is primarily mediated by the N-terminal helix of the ACE2; thus, inhibition of the 

spike-ACE2 interaction may be a promising therapeutic strategy for blocking the entry of the virus 

into host cells. In this paper, we used an in-silico approach to explore small-molecule α-helix 

mimetics as inhibitors that may disrupt the attachment of SARS-CoV-2 to ACE2. First, the RBD-

ACE2 interface in the 6M0J structure was studied by the MM-GBSA decomposition module of 

the HawkDock server, which led to the identification of two critical target regions in the RBD. 

Next, two virtual screening experiments of 7236 α-helix mimetics from ASINEX were conducted 

on the above regions using the iDock tool, which resulted in 10 candidates with favorable binding 

affinities. Finally, the stability of RBD complexes with the top-two ranked compounds was further 

validated by 40 ns MD simulations using Desmond package of Schrodinger.  
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Introduction 

Coronaviruses (CoVs) are single-stranded, positive-sense, enveloped RNA viruses of the 

subfamily Orthocoronavirinae in the Coronaviridae family. These viruses are usually associated 

with mild to moderate respiratory tract infections, like the common cold. However, three zoonotic 

CoVs have emerged from animal reservoirs to cause serious illnesses in humans in the last two 

decades, namely the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), Severe Acute Respiratory 

Syndrome (SARS) and the ongoing Coronavirus Disease-19 (COVID-19) for which there is 

currently no approved treatment or vaccine [1–4]. 

According to phylogenetic analysis, the subfamily Orthocoronavirinae can be divided into four 

genera : Alphacoronavirus (α-CoV), Betacoronavirus (β-CoV), Gammacoronavirus (γ-CoV) and 

Deltacoronavirus (δ-CoV) [4]. It is known that α- and β-CoV infect mammals and humans, while 

δ- and γ-CoVs mainly infect birds [5–8] . The earliest human CoVs (HCoVs) have been reported 

since the 1960s, when HCoV-OC43 and -229E were firstly described in 1966 and 1967 

respectively [9, 10]. In 2004, HCoV-NL63 was discovered [11], followed by HCoV-HKU1 in 

2005 [12]. Since then, many CoVs have crossed the species barrier to infect humans, especially 

SARS-CoV in 2003 [13], MERS-CoV in 2012 [14] and the newly emerging SARS-CoV-2 that 

was discovered in late 2019 in Wuhan, China [15]. 

The RNA-genome length of these viruses can reach ~32 kilobases (kb) [16] and consists of an 

ORF1ab region which codes for a non-structural polyprotein, an s region coding for a large spike 

glycoprotein (S), an e region coding for the envelope protein (E), an m region coding for the 

membrane protein (M) and an n region coding for the nucleocapsid protein (N) [1, 4]. The S protein 

is the key component for these viruses to infect target cells, due to its ability to recognize specific 

receptors on the surface of the host cells. The M and E proteins are both involved in the formation 

of the viral envelope, while the N protein is required for the assembly of  the viral particles  [4, 

17]. 

Like SARS-CoV-1, SARS-CoV-2 uses its S protein to attach to the Angiotensin Converting 

Enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor in host cells. S protein is a homotrimeric complex in which each 

monomer contains two functional subunits designated S1 and S2. Subsequently to its binding with 

ACE2, the viral S protein is primed by a host cell serine protease (TMPRSS2) at the S1/S2 furin 



cleavage site, leading to the dissociation of the S1-ACE2 complex from the membrane-anchored 

S2 subunit. The latter moves then from a metastable pre-fusion state to a stable post-fusion 

conformation, allowing the virus to fuse with the cell and start to replicate inside it [18, 19]. The 

interaction of SARS-CoV-2 receptor binding domain (RBD) with ACE2 has been elucidated at 

the atomic level, revealing the similarity of its binding mode with that of SARS-CoV-1 RBD. 

Detailed inspection of the receptor binding motif (RBM) which interacts directly with ACE2 

revealed a critical contact network between 17 RBM residues and 20 ACE2 residues, most of 

which are located in its N-terminal helix [20].  

Given the significant involvement of ACE2 N-terminal helix in the interactions with SARS-CoV-

2 RBM, we hypothesized that targeting the latter by small molecule α-helix mimetics to impair its 

interaction with ACE2 could be a promising therapeutic strategy. In fact, significant efforts have 

been devoted over the past decade to the development of small molecules that can modulate α-

helix-mediated protein-protein interactions (PPIs) [21]. The most prominent examples of this 

category of compounds are inhibitors of HDM2-p53, GPCR, CCR5–gp‐120 and the BCL-2 protein 

family [22–24]. The discovery of PPI-modulating small molecules is a huge challenge due to 

relatively large protein interfaces which makes them generally regarded as undruggable [22, 25]. 

However, some recent studies have shown that many PPIs are mediated only by short stretches of 

α-helical peptides in which the side chains at locations i, i+3 or i+4, and i+7 generally play a pivotal 

role in establishing key contacts with the interacting proteins. In that respect, we decided to target 

SARS-CoV-2 RBM with small-molecule α-helix mimetics as they would have several advantages 

over peptides in terms of permeability, stability and bioavailability [26, 27].  

Materials and Methods 

Screening library preparation 

A library of 8882 Small-molecule α-helix mimetics was selected from ASINEX Signature & 

BioDesign libraries and downloaded in structure-data file (SDF) format (www.asinex.com/libraries-

helyx-11-htm). Undesirable compounds were filtered out using RDKit (RDKit: Open-Source 

Cheminformatics Software, http://www.rdkit.org/) based on four criteria: PAINS for Removal of 

Pan Assay Interference Compounds [28], BRENK to filter unwanted molecules due to potential 

toxicity or unfavorable pharmacokinetics [29], NIH to reject compounds with problematic 



functional groups [30] and ZINC filtering based on drug-likeness and potentially problematic 

molecules [31]. The “clean set” of molecules was then subjected to multiple conformer generation 

using RDKit. The maximum number of tries to generate conformers per molecule was set to 30 

and universal force field (UFF) was used to minimize the generated structures. Only the conformer 

with the lowest energy was kept for each compound. The generated conformers were protonated 

and converted to AutoDock’s PDBQT format using OpenBabel [32]. 

Macromolecular structure processing and preparation 

The 2.45 Å crystal structure of SARS-CoV-2 spike RBD bound to ACE2 was downloaded from 

the RCSB PDB database (http://www.rcsb.org/structure/6M0J). Co-crystallized ligands and water 

molecules were removed and the resulting structure was minimized by 5000 steps of steepest 

decent followed by 2500 steps of conjugate gradient (CG) using UCSF chimera [33]. Chain E of 

spike RBD was extracted from the minimized complex and prepared for molecular docking 

(PDBQT format) using Autodock Tools 1.5.7 [34]. 

ACE2-RBD binding free energy prediction  

The binding affinity of the ACE2-RBD complex was estimated using the MM-GBSA free energy 

decomposition analysis implemented in HawkDock server [35]. The goal from MM-GBSA 

calculation was to identify the key residues of spike RBD that are critical for its interaction with 

the ACE2. The top 10 most contributing residues, in terms of MM-GBSA energy, were mapped 

into two regions (R1 and R2) of spike RBD which we selected as targets in the virtual screening 

experiments. 

Virtual screening protocol 

Molecular docking simulations were performed using iDock version 2 [36]. Two search spaces 

were defined on the spike RBD, the first for R1 (center: -38, 39.5, 1.45; size:20, 27.55, 19) and the 

second for R2 (center: -33.46, 17.47, 3.85; size:20, 20, 20). Virtual screening experiments were 

conducted on the two regions separately using the default parameters of iDock. 

Post-docking analysis 

Docking poses were primarily ranked by the binding affinity of their best scoring conformation. 

The top ranked 5 candidates from each region were subjected to secondary rescoring by prime 



MM-GBSA binding free energy calculation using the VSGB 2.0 solvation model [37]. Analysis 

of protein-ligand interactions was performed in Protein-Ligand Interaction Profiler (PLIP) [38] 

and PyMOL 2.3 (Schrodinger L.L.C). 

Molecular dynamics simulation 

The top ranked compound from each region was selected for molecular dynamics (MD) 

simulation. The protein-ligand complexes were prepared using the system builder tool included in 

Desmond package of Schrodinger suite 2018 [39]. The TIP3P water model was chosen for the 

solvation of the complexes in a 10 A° orthorhombic box and 0.15M of Na+ Cl- salt was added to 

the solution. MD simulations were run for 40 ns in NPT ensemble at a temperature of 300k and a 

pressure of 1.01325 bar. All other Desmond parameters were kept at their default values. 

Simulation trajectories were analyzed using VMD 1.9.3 [40]. Trajectory-based MM-GBSA 

calculation was carried out using thermal_mmgbsa script included in Schrodinger suite. 

Results 

Hotspot residues in spike RBD  

The interaction of the SARS-CoV-2 spike, through its RBD, with ACE2 is a key step in the viral 

entry into host cells. To explore this interaction, we estimated the binding free energy of the ACE2-

RBD complex by MM-GBSA method, which enabled us to identify two regions (R1 and R2) in 

the RBD that contribute significantly to the association with ACE2. Our results showed that LYS-

417, LEU-455, PHE-456, PHY-486, TYR-489 and GLY-493 from the first region (R1) along with 

GLY-496, THR-500, GLY-502 and TYR-505 from the second region (R2) are the most critical 

residues in the binding with ACE2. Figure 1 shows the key residues of R1 and R2 with their 

individual contributions in MM-GBSA energy (ΔG) of the spike-ACE2 complex.  



 

Figure 1. Structural mapping and per-residue MM-GBSA decomposition of the top 10 

contributing residues of RBD to the association with ACE2.  Residues mapped to regions R1 and 

R2 are represented by blue and green sticks respectively.  

Virtual screening results 

The filtration of the 8882 compounds dataset yielded in 7236 molecules that we docked into the 

two targeted regions of spike RBD. The resulting poses were primarily ranked by their docking 

scores that ranged from -8.25kcal/mol to -4.38kcal/mol for R1 and -8.54kcal/mol to -4.57kcal/mol 

for R2. The top ranked five initial candidates from each region (n=10) were subjected to secondary 

rescoring using prime MM-GBSA binding free energy (ΔG binding) calculation in the VSGB 2.0 

solvation model,  as ΔG binding is usually more accurate than docking scores in discriminating 

between reliable and unreliable docking poses [41]. The list of selected candidates, their two-

dimensional structure depictions and their binding modes to R1 and R2 of spike RBD are shown 

in table 1, figure 2 and figure 3 respectively. 



Table 1. Virtual screening results showing the top 10 candidates from both R1 and R2 regions 
ranked by ΔG binding. 

Rank Compound  Binding region ΔG binding (kcal/mol) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

5960 

5057 

5618 

5093 

5070 

6002 

6959 

5072 

1873 

5110 

R1 

R2 

R1 

R2 

R2 

R1 

R1 

R1 

R2 

R2 

-50.16 

-50.07 

-49.61 

-49.38 

-47.47 

-45.19 

-44.54 

-41.71 

-41.46 

-40.69 

 

 

Figure 2. 2D structure depiction of the 10 selected candidates. The most common ring systems in 

these compounds are benzene, pyrimidine, furan and piperidine. 



 

Figure 3. The predicted binding modes of the 10 selected candidates in the targeted R1 and R2 

regions of Spike RBD. 

The compounds 5960 and 5057 showed the highest ΔG binding with R1 and R2 regions of RBD 

respectively, and were chosen for detailed protein-ligand interactions analysis using PLIP web 

service. In R1, the compound 5960 was involved in 11 interactions in the following order: 6 

hydrophobic contacts with LEU-455, PHE-456, TYR-489 (3 contacts) and PHE-490, 3 hydrogen 

bonds with PHE-490 and GLN-493(2 bonds), 1 π-stack interaction with PHE-490 and 1 salt bridge 

with GLU-484 (Figure 4 (A), Table 2). However, in R2, the compound 5057 has established 10 

interactions classified into 8 hydrophobic contacts with VAL-445, TYR-453, TYR-495, GLN-498, 

THR-500 and TYR-505(2 contacts), 1 hydrogen bond with ASN-501 and 1 π-stacking interaction 

with TYR-505 (Figure 4 (B), Table 3). 



 

Figure 4. Molecular Interactions of compounds 5960 (A) and 5057 (B) with the residues of RBD 

regions R1 and R2 respectively. 

Table 2. Interaction profile of compound 5960 with RBD R1 residues. 

Interactions  Residue Distance (A) 

 

Hydrophobic Interactions 

LEU-455 

PHE-456 

TYR-489 

TYR-489 

TYR-489 

PHE-490 

3.92 

3.30 

3.30 

3.89 

3.56 

3.81 

 

Hydrogen Bonds 

PHE-490 

GLN-493 

GLN-493 

3.12 

2.84 

1.95 

π-Stacking PHE-490 3.83 

Salt Bridges GLU-484 3.91 

 



Table 3. Interaction profile of compound 5057 with RBD R2 residues. 

Interactions  Residue Distance (A) 

 

Hydrophobic Interactions 

VAL-445 

TYR-453 

TYR-495 

GLN-498 

PRO-499 

THR-500 

TYR-505 

TYR-505 

3.85 

3.59 

3.72 

3.39 

3.94 

3.78 

3.72 

3.52 

Hydrogen Bonds ASN-501 2.49 

π-Stacking TYR-505 3.89 

 

MD simulation  

To obtain a view on the structural stability of RBD-5960 and RBD-5057 systems over time, we 

performed 40 ns of MD simulations for each system in NPT ensemble.  The conformational 

mobility of the two complexes was measured using the root mean square deviation (RMSD) and 

root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) after the superposition of the atomic coordinates in each 

trajectory frame with those of the reference frame (the first frame). 

RMSD Analysis 

The root mean square deviation (RMSD) is used to measure the average distance between a group 

of atoms for each frame relative to the reference frame. This analysis provides a measure of the 

conformational shift from the reference structure along with the atomic fluctuations during an MD 

simulation. Figure 5 shows that the most significant changes in the backbone RMSD of RBD-5960 

and RBD-5057 systems occurred within the initial 15 ns. However, after 20 ns, the RMSD graphs 

indicate that both molecular systems have reached equilibrium, and therefore the last 15 ns of each 

simulation have been considered for analysis. The mean value and standard deviation (SD) of 

RMSD in both systems were 1.90(SD=0.41) and 1.78(SD=0.25) respectively, for RBD-5960 and 

RBD-5057. 



 

Figure 5. Time evolution of RMSD of the backbone atoms of RBD in complex with compounds 

5960 (red) and 5057(black). 

RMSF Analysis 

The RMSF measures the average deviation of a particle over time from a reference position. This 

measurement is useful for characterizing local changes within the protein chain throughout the 

trajectory of an MD simulation, as shown in Figure 6 for the RBD-5960 and RBD-5057 systems. 

The peaks indicate the regions of the protein that fluctuate the most during the simulation. In our 

case, the peaks correspond to the tails (N- and C-terminal) and loop regions of the protein which 

are known to be the most flexible parts of proteins. However, in the structured regions (alpha 

helixes and beta strands), only small fluctuations of the order of 0.4 to 1.6 A were observed. This 

is consistent with the temperature factor (B factor) plot (Figure 7) of RBD which reveals the 

regions with high thermal motion in the structure (the peaks). The overall RMSF (median and 

interquartile range) from the last 15 ns of the simulations was 0.91(0.73 to 1.30) for RBD-5960 

and 0.84(0.66 to 1.07) for RBD-5057. 



 

Figure 6. Per-residue RMSF fluctuations of RBD residues in complex with compound 5960 (red) 

and 5057 (black). 

 

 

Figure 7. Plot of average atomic B-factors of RBD against residues number. 

 

Free energy of binding 

MM-GBSA ΔG binding calculation was performed on the last 15 ns of the simulation trajectories in 

steps of 10 frames using the thermal_mmgbsa script included in the Schrodinger suite. The average 

MM-GBSA ΔG binding value and standard deviation was -58.49 kcal/mol (standard deviation = 

4.30) for compound 5960 and -50.47 kcal/mol (standard deviation = 6.81) for compound 5057.  

 



Discussion 

COVID-19 is a major epidemic in almost every country in the world. Currently, no effective 

medication or specific vaccine is available against SARS-CoV-2 infection, and clinical 

management of the disease rely only on supportive care. Therefore, new approaches of drug design 

and discovery can be used as a promising solution for the discovery of potential treatments for 

COVID-19. 

Drug candidates presently being investigated in clinical trials could improve the clinical outcomes 

for patients with COVID-19, but there is still insufficient evidence of their safety and efficacy in 

treating the disease. Most of these drugs have been rehabilitated from other indications such as 

Ebola, influenza, parasitic and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infections. This includes 

antimalarial drugs such as chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine, viral protease inhibitors such as 

Lopinavir/ritonavir, and viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) inhibitors such as 

Remdesivir and Favipiravir [42–44]. Concurrently, several computational studies are also being 

conducted on different therapeutic targets of SARS-CoV-2 in order to find potential inhibitors 

against them. The SARS-CoV-2 main protease is the primary target in the majority of these 

modeling experiments [45–50], followed by the spike glycoprotein [51, 52]. However, only few 

in-silico studies are interested in other SARS CoV-2 proteins, such as the M and N proteins [53]. 

In this work we also targeted the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 but with a “divide and conquer” 

approach. First, we studied the interface of RBD with ACE2 in the 6M0J structure. Then we 

subdivided their large PPI into smaller regions with significant MM-GBSA contributions to the 

ACE2-RBD complex. Finally, we were able to identify two critical regions in RBD (Figure 1) that 

we used as targets in our virtual screening experiments, instead of considering the complete ACE2-

RBD interface which is too large to be targeted by small-molecule compounds. Knowing also that 

spike RBD establishes significant contacts with the N-terminal helix of ACE2, we oriented our 

ligands choice toward molecules that can mimic the properties of alpha helices rather than relying 

on random libraries of compounds, since it is widely established that α-helix mimetics are 

biologically active in several PPIs of therapeutic interest. After all, we carefully prepared our 

screening library from a purchasable database of small-molecule α-helix mimetics from ASINEX. 

To the best of our knowledge, this class of molecules have never been explored before with respect 

to COVID-19. 



Our molecular docking results yielded in ten hits with favorable binding affinities to spike RBD. 

The most common ring systems in these compounds are benzene, pyrimidine, furan and piperidine, 

which are also found in the majority of small molecule drugs [54].The stability of RBD complexed 

with the top-scoring candidates 5960 and 5057 was confirmed by MD simulations which indicated 

that the two compounds bind snuggly to the protein with respective MM-GBSA values of -58.49 

kcal/mol (SD=4.30) and -50.47 kcal/mol (SD=6.81). These findings strongly suggest that the 

proposed compounds may disrupt the interaction of SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoprotein with ACE2 

and thus prevent the virus from infecting host cells. Since the two compounds are not competitive 

with each other and bind to distinct regions of the RBD, their combination could subsequently 

enhance their disruptive effect within the ACE2-RBD complex. Moreover, the inhibition of spike-

ACE2 interaction by small molecules α-helix mimetics could also have several advantages over 

peptide inhibitors in terms of metabolic stability, oral bioavailability, solubility, clearance and 

production costs [55]. Additionally, our proposed compounds may potentially have an antiviral 

activity against SARS-CoV-1 as well since its binding mode to human ACE2 is very similar to 

that of SARS-CoV-2, or against any similar CoVs that may emerge in the future from animal 

reservoirs to infect humans. 

In the search for new anticoronaviral drugs, viral enzymes like proteases are generally considered 

as primary targets to block the replication cycle of the virus. However, this strategy could lead to 

the selection of inhibitor-resistant strains due to mutations that occur in the active site of the 

enzyme [56] and which may result in the dominance of drug-resistant variants in the viral 

population. This indicates that targeting viral attachment mechanisms could be a much safer 

strategy to overcome resistance to anticoronaviral drugs, particularly in the absence of effective 

vaccines. 

Conclusion 

Given the severity of the SARS-CoV-2 epidemic and the possible emergence of similar 

coronaviruses from animal reservoirs to cause future pandemics, there is a great need to discover 

new drugs with novel mechanisms to inhibit viral transmission and processing. In this study, we 

targeted the RBD of the SARS-CoV-2 with small molecule α-helix mimetics, since its attachment 

to host cells is primarily mediated by the N-terminal helix of ACE2. The selected candidates have 

shown strong binding affinities to the critical R1 and R2 regions of RBD. Further validation by 



MD simulations indicated that complexes of RBD with the most potent compounds were stable 

and characterized by favorable binding free energy. The tested compounds are available for 

purchase from ASINEX for further experimental validation of our findings. 
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